
VOL II - Universal Principles of the <source code/> 
Astrology and the Chakras

Shri Yukteswar in the Holy Science directly correlates the outer zodiac of the sky to the inner 
zodiac of the chakras.

As was said, the astrology signs are the most related to feeling and emotion – the mental 
body. The mental body of the individual is activated through the chakras, which, like 
everything in life, are ruled by the planets.

Each planet rules a chakra, and then the nature of the planet expresses itself through the 
duality of the world (masculine and feminine) through the astrology signs.

The graph below formalizes the connection.

Figure 4.1

Below is the South Indian Vedic astrology chart, which is also revealed as a portrait of the 
chakras. Notice the chakra, element, guna, gender and ruler of each sign.



Figure 4.2

Image 4.2 formalizes several Vedic concepts with the astrology signs.

1. Five elements (earth, water, fire, air, space) 
2. The three gunas (body, mind, spirit) 
3. Chakra
4. Gender 
5. Ruling Planet  

Astrology and the Five Elements

The five elements are crucial in Vedic thinking and astrology. 

EARTH: 
The Earth signs are: Capricorn, Taurus and Virgo. 
Mercury rules the element of Earth. Saturn and Venus are also earthy planets.

WATER: 
The water signs are: Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces. 
Venus rules the element of water. The Moon and Jupiter are also watery planets. (Although 
Mars also rules a water sign, he is a fiery planet.)



FIRE: 
The fire signs are: Aries, Leo and Sagittarius. 
Mars rules the element of fire. The Sun and Jupiter are also fiery planets.

AIR: 
The air signs are: Libra, Aquarius and Gemini 
Saturn rules the element of air. Venus and Mercury are also airy planets. The Moon is also 
airy if it comes within 30° of the Sun.

SPACE: 
There are no space signs. 
Jupiter rules the element of space.

Planets and the Three Gunas

There are several ways to integrate the three Gunas into your astrological understanding. We 
already described how the Planets are related to Sattwa, the Signs to Rajas and the Houses 
to Tamas. When we drill a little deeper, we see two important ways the planets are related to 
the Gunas. 
1. Each planet has the potential to operate within a spectrum of wakefulness or sleep, in a 
general sense (from the birth chart) or in a more specific moment (when affected by dynamic 
events like eclipses or full moons).

2. Each planet rules / activates a Guna. Like everything in life, the planets are the creators. 
This includes creating the Gunas. Through analyzing the planets we can see the wise 
outcome and need of each Guna. 

Planets, Gunas, Wakefulness and Sleep

Each planet is operating within a spectrum of wakefulness and sleep. These relative states of  
awareness are referred to in Brihat Parashara Hora Sastra - Ch.45 V. 5 
Awakening, Dreaming and Sleeping States. If a Grah is in its own Rashi, or in 
exaltation, it is said to be in a state of awakening (alertness). In the Rashi of a 
friend, or of a neutral it is in dreaming state, while in an enemy’s Rashi, or in 
debilitation it is in a state of sleeping

Jagraad = Awake / Conscious (Planets Exalted or in their own Sign) 
Swapna = Dreaming / Sleepy (Planets in friend or neutral sign)
Sushupti = Asleep / Unconscious (Planets in Enemy or Debilitated Sign) 

I mention this now, just for context, and will explore planetary dignity, friendship and enmity 
later. 

Realize that these are not static proclamations. Instead they are ever-changing processes, 
based on a range of factors, both in a natal chart (if assessing the chart of a person) and any 
given moment / current sky. These issues will be explored in more depth later in the Chapter 
on Chart reading. But for now we want to understand that as consciousness evolves from 



darker, self-interested motives to more gracious, enlightened ones, we can refer to the 
attributes of the gunas to show the way. 

Tamasic manner (through the body - in a heavy, self-interested way) 
The planetary energies that are obstructed, or aggravated will function more through the 
physical body and in a psychologically and spiritually dark manner. 
Attributes of Tamasic Nature of Planets:
Violence (Mars), manipulation (Saturn), confusion (The Nodes), lust (Venus), greed (Jupiter), 
dishonesty (Mercury), domination (Sun), clinging (Moon) are the specific qualities of each 
planet operating in a Tamasic way. 

Rajasic manner (through the mind and emotions – in a passionate way – related to others )
Planetary energies that are of average strength will function more through the mind and 
emotions. They will function passionately. Bodily desires and darker emotions will be a 
distraction. This passionate nature disturbs the balance required for sattwa.
Attributes of Rajasic Nature of Planets:
Anger (Mars), fear (Saturn), confusion (The Nodes), passion (Venus), dogmatism (Jupiter), 
stimulation (Mercury), power (Sun), emotion (Moon) are the specific qualities of each planet 
operating in a Rajasic way. 

Sattwic manner (through the heart/soul – in a loving, balanced way – related to Universal 
themes)
Planetary energies that are very developed will function in a more loving, balanced way. They 
will be forces of intelligence. This intelligence will be distracted by passions, yet negative 
emotions such as anger and fear (tamasic in nature) will usually be under control.
Attributes of Tamasic Nature of Planets:
Discipline (Mars), solitude (Saturn), perception (The Nodes), devotion (Venus), 
transcendence (Jupiter), discrimination (Mercury), sacrifice (Sun), peace (Moon) are the 
specific qualities of each planet operating in a Sattwic way.

Planets will fall somewhere within this level of awareness in a natal chart. Planets that are 
challenged will have a harder time learning life lessons, and will often only learn them after 
making painful mistakes. Increasing their strength through spiritual practices helps. Planets 
that are naturally intelligent will also have challenges and need to pass through the stages of 
evolution, but they will learn more easily from them. 

For example, Venus shows where we look for happiness, mainly through our relationships 
with others. Those relationships can be more self-interested, and revolve mainly around sex 
and our bodily pleasures (Tamas). They may be more about the give and take with others, 
expressing in a Rajasic, worldly way. Or the relationships may evolve toward higher themes 
related to others, where we have no desires we wish to fulfill with them. 

If Venus is weak and obstructed we will have a hard time recognizing our mistakes with 
others. Our relationships will be too sexually charged, based mainly on physical attraction, 
which brings disrespect to both parties. In this case, Venus lessons will be hard to learn and 
occur only after painful mistakes, long disrespectful relationships, perhaps involving abuse of  
one sort or another.



When Venus is more intelligent, we will be able to see our tendencies and those of others. 
We will recognize the levels of mutual respect flowing in our relationships earlier in the 
process, and make a change if necessary. This allows us to avoid repeating these painful 
mistakes over and over again. 

IMPORTANT NOTE:
All planets are hard-wired to operate through the Tamasic levels first. We see this clearly in 
children. We all go through an immature stage of growth with each planet. For example, 
everyone’s early relationships were Tamasic, as I described above. They were based on 
some form of “physical beauty”. But eventually we realize that physical beauty is not 
everything and we fall in love with the beauty in the other’s heart. Then eventually, love 
experiences transcend human interaction and we see the beauty in all of creation. 

Often life lessons are learned after painful mistakes. But the intelligent, Sattwic planets learn 
very quickly and often early in life and may never have to suffer a painful lesson as part of 
the growth process. The intelligent planetary forces are usually things we just “know”, and 
usually wind up being the thing we teach to others. 

It is easy to be judgmental about the three gunas, thinking certain ones are “better than 
others”. This is a mistake. Instead we need to see them as steps along the growth process 
and stages of evolution / integration through experience (Tamas), emotion (Rajas) and 
consciousness (Sattwa). All spiritual growth (Sattwa) needs to be integrated through 
experience (Tamas) and felt in our heart (Rajas). 

Yoga is the Vedic Science that cultivates Sattwa through intelligent action and experience. 

Astrology is the Science that allows us to see which forces are obstructing or assisting us on 
that path at any given time. 

This is one level of the three gunas astrologically. It is based on the principle that each planet 
will have a level of awareness that we can map directly to the 3 gunas. It is also based on the 
understanding that all planets in their purest sense are evolving toward sattwa in us.

Planets Rule the Gunas

The planets have an actual guna (aside from the level of intelligence described above) and 
bring that quality into our life naturally. This is where it gets tricky. Many Vedic astrologers 
become judgmental when they discuss the planets as ruling the three gunas, assigning 
qualities of “good and bad” to them. This is a mistake. Everything has an inspired, divine 
purpose. We simply need to align ourselves with that purpose rather than our judgments, 
which are based on a limited perspective.

Tamasic planets: Mars, Saturn, the nodes (Rahu and Ketu) – Keep to ourselves
Rajasic planets: Mercury, Venus – Share equally with others
Sattwic planets: Sun, Moon, Jupiter – Give selflessly.



The Tamasic planets are primarily motivated toward self-protection and self- preservation, 
but they may darken the higher potential in the process, especially when we inflict their 
nature on others. Instead we are supposed to use their nature to protect ourselves and make 
ourselves stronger by facing our own shortcomings, not trying to change others by fixing 
theirs.   

Mars is the planet of strength. He protects us through the willingness to fight in order to 
survive. First this means our body must survive and be strong. But eventually we must 
conquer our inner demons, the internal ones. Only then are we truly strong and safe. A 
powerful Mars has the courage to fight the inner battle.  

Saturn gives the awareness of time and how it wears down and destroys forms, including 
our form. Saturn is protective by alerting us to danger, allowing us to remember those who 
hurt us as well as other dangers. This compels us to avoid certain people and situations or 
seek to control them. But this behavior is usually fear-based and projected outward. We need 
to face these fears internally, control ourselves and face our mistakes, only then can we 
forgive others and commit to the true meaning of life.

The Nodes bring confusion, which has the effect of protecting the ego, until the karmic 
lessons associated with the Nodal axis are integrated, in our mid-forties. This is why they are 
perhaps the most difficult energy. As we untangle the confusion of the nodes we release the 
grip of confusion on our ego.

The Rajasic planets are motivated to experience pleasure and enjoyment, but they are also 
distracting energies, especially if we try to keep their enjoyable qualities to ourselves. Rajasic 
Planets are supposed to be shared with others. They are about mutuality and evenness. 
They make us flexible and accommodating, experiencing life and learning from these 
experiences along the way. 

Mercury gives intelligence through curiosity, openness, enjoyment and play. But we must 
be careful to not just use his energy for entertainment, stimulation and mirth. Instead, the 
highest Mercury is one of inquiry and truth seeking, like a child always asking “why”, and not 
boxed into rigid corners. Eventually Mercury leads to finding our authentic voice, and 
speaking it too. This requires we listen as well as we speak.  

Venus brings sensual enjoyment and happiness by bringing an appreciation of beauty in 
all its forms. But we must be careful to not just seek pleasure (for ourselves) or happiness 
and fun (with others). Instead we must also seek a higher bliss, which is more of the soul. 
This higher Venus leads us to feel “happiness for no reason”, and leads to the highest levels 
of devotion.  

The Sattwic planets are motivated to doing something good and uplifting, for higher 
purposes. However they may be disconnected or unrealistic too. Sattwic planets should be 
used in situations when we can share selflessly, like a father (Sun), mother (Moon) or 
teacher / counselor (Jupiter). Situations and relationships that require harsh and cruel energy 
(Tamasic), or a transactional / mutual energy (Rajasic) are best avoided with Sattwic planets.   



The Sun is the main planet of power. Just as the Sun in the sky is the source of all power 
on Earth, the “inner Sun” is the source of our power. This applies to us as an individual, and 
as we try to experience our transcendent Self, called the ParamAtman in Vedic philosophy. 
We must have a worthy goal where the Sun is concerned, otherwise we may become a 
tyrant, and abuse the power we have, rather than share it selflessly, like the Sun in in the 
Sky.  

The Moon is the planet of selfless love. It is through this love that we merge with life 
through the heart, hoping to dissolve the painful feeling of separation experienced through 
the ego. A mother’s love is a great example of this selflessness. However, when we are not 
with the child (or in other situations where we can love selflessly) the moon feels the pain of 
separation. We feel vulnerable. We need to protect ourselves (Tamasic) from danger in order 
to survive and we feel more comfortable around some people more than others (Rajasic). 
These attractions and aversions generate a lot of emotions, which obscure the purity of 
feeling deep inside our heart. 

Jupiter is the planet of higher teachings, beliefs and the direction it gives our life. This 
includes religion and the teachers we follow and emulate. We all have a philosophy, some 
answer that comes forth when life kicks us to the curb. That is Jupiter. However, too often our 
religion or philosophy makes us clannish and dismissive of those who simply “do not get it”. 
This seed of religious intolerance leads to many problems in the world (like terrorism) and 
can also wreak havoc in our personal lives. 

Planets and Guna Synthesis

Once again, we have to be careful about judging the Gunas as good or bad. They are simply 
activating forces, motivations. It is possible to do something bad with a good motivation or 
vice versa. For instance, a religious zealot may kill because he thinks it’s the right thing to do 
for you – killing you because his religion told him to. This is a perversion of sattwic energy – 
mainly related to Jupiter. Lying “for your own good” is another example of sattwic energy 
gone bad.

Also, the protective quality of tamasic energy can be a great force for good. A fireman 
rushing into a building, risking his own life to save yours is powerful tamasic energy – mainly 
related to Mars. He’s trying to prevent difficulty and avoid trouble. Any sort of fighting and 
conflict is going to be related to tamasic energy.

Rajasic energy is simply activity, pleasure and enjoyment. In many ways we spend most of 
our life in a rajasic mode. Wanting to share that pleasure with someone else is also rajasic. In 
general, rajas is passion, which includes sex. This desire is usually for personal pleasure, but 
we can also desire truth and liberation, in which case our rajasic tendency to experience 
happiness will be focused toward sattwa. In fact, this is the goal of yoga: to turn rajas toward 
sattwa.

Tamasic Warning:
We must acknowledge that the tamasic planets are the ones that bring anger, fear and 
confusion into our life, so we must be more careful with them. It’s very easy to confuse how 



we are supposed to handle them, especially if you read Vedic astrology books. Back in the 
day, the rishis were not interested in subtlety. So for instance, if someone has Venus affected 
by a tamasic planet (such as Rahu), the scripture might say, “When Venus joins Rahu they 
are haunted by witches and their wife is a prostitute.”

Of course, these things are not meant to be taken literally, but they refer to some deep truths 
about this association. Yet, as we have discussed before, anger and fear are simply our 
limited expressions of discipline and courage (Mars) facing our limitations with maturity 
(Saturn).

As you move forward in this book, think about how the gunas of the planets are inextricable 
from their nature.

Here is an example: Mars is always trying to protect something by destroying what he sees 
as weakening it. His house placement, sign placement and placement by transit in the sky 
will all show these things. Jupiter will always try to expand something by seeing the good in it 
and trying to rise above the worldly difficulties associated with it. Venus will always try to 
beautify something and make it more pleasant and enjoyable.

Once we understand how to translate the gunas astrologically, we can combine the states of 
awareness (the first quality of the guna, based on dignity) with the natural disposition of the 
planet (its personal guna as just described).

Ex: If Mars is functioning at a high level of intelligence, he will try to destroy things (tamasic) 
that he perceives to be weakening the soul’s progress (sattwa). At a medium level of 
intelligence he will try to destroy things that he perceives to be weakening the mind or 
interrupting his path toward pleasure (rajas). At the lowest level of intelligence he will destroy 
things that he perceives to be weakening or threatening physical safety (tamas). The 
destructive nature of Mars is not bad. When we suffer Mars problems it’s because we are 
fighting the wrong battles.

This example extends to all of the planets and will be covered when we discuss each of them 
individually.

Gunas of the Astrology Signs

The astrology signs have a guna. In general, the signs are the psychological expression of 
the planets that rule them. Therefore, it makes sense that most of the signs have the same 
guna as the planet that rules them. But there are exceptions.

Aries – rajasic – Passionate to take action
Taurus – rajasic– Passionate to experience pleasure 
Gemini – rajasic– Passionate to know how things work 
Cancer – sattwic – Inspired by Love 
Leo – sattwic– Inspired by Action 
Virgo – tamasic– Staying safe by noticing all the important details 
Libra – rajasic– Passionate to be with others 



Scorpio – Tamasic– Staying safe by hiding our vulnerabilites
Sagittarius – sattwic– Inspired by our beliefs
Capricorn – tamasic– Staying safe by remembering mistakes and dangers
Aquarius – tamasic– Staying safe by changing structures that are not working  
Pisces – sattwic– Inspired by Metaphysics

Just as with planets, the signs have these embedded motivations. A planet in a sattwic sign 
will be motivated to do something good and uplifting. The planet in a tamasic sign will be 
motivated to avoid pain and trouble for themselves or others. A planet in a rajasic sign will be 
motivated to fulfill desires for themselves or others.

Blending the qualities of planetary guna and sign guna is one of the more important 
principles in Vedic astrology. Of course, usually the guna of the planet and the guna of the 
sign is not the same. When you start using the qualities of sign and planetary guna, you will 
see a dramatic difference in the interpretations and motivations behind why things happen.

Caste

Caste is used for planets and signs. The castes are related to different professions or 
activities in life. They are remarkably telling.

Warrior (Kshatriya) – Fire signs – Dharma (truthful action) 
Worker (Sudra) – Earth signs – Artha (comfort and wealth) 
Merchant (Vaishya) – Air signs – Kama (happiness) 
Teacher / Minister (Brahmin) – Water signs – Moksha (liberation)

These motivations have a lot to do with profession literally, and also the nature and 
psychological temperament of planets in those signs.

These castes were developed in a more enlightened era. These castes are from a time when 
dharma, not exploitation, was the norm. Being a “warrior,” for instance, was very noble. But in 
our modern world warfare is looked at as some unseemly pursuit – mainly because it IS in 
this era. But the reason it is unseemly is because our leaders are corrupt, we live in the dark 
ages where people wage war for reasons that have nothing to do with upholding 
righteousness.

However in those days, warriors were the great protectors of truth. Notice how in this dark 
age, the rhetoric for war is always trumpeting a noble cause – to “liberate” people and to 
“defend” liberty – even though it falls far short of these virtues in reality.

Even the “teacher/minister” arouses suspicion. “Teacher” doesn’t necessarily, but “minister” 
does. When we use the Sanskrit word “guru” for teacher – there is discomfort. We are used 
to ministers being ambiguous. Some are good, some are just out for themselves, the money 
and greed etc. When pondering these castes, try to look at them without the usual irony and 
suspicion of a modern, cynical person. :

Warrior: politicians, managers, military, lawyers, CEOs. The warrior mentality is very 
individual. They may have difficulties in relationships because a successful relationship will 



water down one’s individuality. The warrior can often be truthful to a fault, even offensive. 
They are generally in a hurry, impatient, maybe even aggressive. The highest warrior 
mentality is one that fights for a righteous cause. The lowest warrior mentality is to fight 
simply to win, regardless of the cause.

Worker: laborers, construction, clerical workers, menial professions. The worker mentality is 
very hands-on and detail oriented. They like putting their hands on things and seeing tangible 
results at the end of the day. The worker is generally slower in their approach and may 
accumulate much wealth, but often they have earned it through patience and hard work. The 
highest worker mentality is one of patient progress toward a fulfilling goal. The lowest worker 
mentality is one of stagnation and a non-empowered servitude.

Merchants: Salespeople, small business owners, bankers. The merchant mentality is one of 
ideas, communication and a mutually respectful interaction. The best merchants are the ones 
who strike a fair deal for both themselves and their customers. They are also enjoyable to 
talk with, informed, humorous. The highest merchant mentality is one of creativity, ingenuity 
and equality for all. The lower merchant mentality is one with a hyper-transactional nature to 
all interactions – a certain “scorekeeping” mentality may also prevail.  

Teachers: Counselors, teachers, ministers, mystics. The teacher mentality is one of 
guidance and counseling. This approach to life stems from a desire and ability to bring 
greater expansion into the lives of others – to help free them. The best teachers are the ones 
who never sacrifice a single individual student to the larger message they are trying to serve. 
The highest teacher mentality has the selflessness and wisdom to expand upon and 
translate the subjects they are teaching toward the greatest good. The lowest teacher 
mentality uses the teachings themselves as a way to advance a personal agenda / dogmatic 
purpose or (worse yet) coerce others for personal gain.

Four Purusarthas

The 4 Purusharther refers to the 4 pursuits that must be mastered if we are to live a fulfilled 
life. Those 4 pursuits are – Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha. In astrology, they are most 
related to the Houses and will be covered at length in Chapter 7 – Astrology Houses.

Additional planetary sutras: 

“Benefics and Malefics. Among these, Sūrya, Śani, Mangal, decreasing Candr, 
Rahu and Ketu (the ascending and the descending nodes of Candr) are 
malefics, while the rest are benefics. Budh, however, is a malefic, if he joins a 
malefic.”

“The Sun is full Atman, the Moon manas, Mars strength, the consciousness 
spoken is Mercury giving speech, Jupiter is joy & wisdom, Venus the giver of 
virya, and Saturn is difficult sorrow, as told by the ancient rishis.”



“The Sun and Moon are the sovereigns, the general is Mars, Mercury is the 
young sovereign, the counselors are Jupiter and Venus, the menial is Saturn, 
and the army is Rahu and Ketu. In this succession, O Wise, the Sun, etc. should 
be reflected upon.”
-- Brihat Parashara Hora Shastra: Nature and Form of the Grahas, 11-15

“Eunuchs are the two Mercury and Saturn, young women are the Moon and 
Venus, men are to be known the remaining: Sun, Mars and Jupiter.”
-- Brihat Parashara Hora Shastra: Nature and Form of the Grahas, 19

The Planetary Order

First, as you notice, the planets are listed in a specific order, as the life force descends from 
the planets in this succession. It correlates to many things, including the days of the week. 
The planetary order is:
Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, (the Nodes)

Special Karaka: (Indicator) 

Sun: Soul - related to the number one. It refers to the ‘one without a second’. In the highest 
sense it is your soul connected to all souls. Yet, we often feel it as our limited personal power, 
rather than our universal power.
Keywords: father, government, physical constitution, power

Moon: Mind – related to the number two. It shows the reflection of the souls light on the field 
of consciousness and experience. Life on earth ‘feels a certain way’, and we want to connect 
that feeling with others through the moon.
Keywords: mother, family, psychology, connections

Mars: Strength – related to the number three. Two individuals create a third pole of 
existence. There is a tension, a struggle, competition. First externally, then internally, we 
struggle with others and with ourselves with Mars.
Keywords: brothers, competition, action, will

Mercury: Speech – related to the number four. The black-and-white distinctions of Mars lead 
to variety, exploration and a desire to enjoy and capacity to understand with Mercury. This 
also leads to self-expression and communication.
Keywords: friends, flexibility, information, humor, equanimity

Jupiter: Meaning – related to the number five. The playfulness and curiosity of Mercury 
must be elevated toward a worthy goal and higher cause. We learn that through Jupiter, 
which gives our life meaning, hope and purpose.
Keywords: teachers, philosophies, optimism, growth



Venus: Happiness – related to the number six. The beliefs of Jupiter may disconnect us 
from others. Venus reconnects us through the desire to enjoy life and the capacity to 
appreciate beauty in all its forms.
Keywords: romantic partners, pleasures, devotion, happiness

Saturn: Sorrow – related to the number seven. No matter how much love, beauty and 
happiness we experience, eventually we need to let go of it all and make peace with time 
and our mortality with Saturn, the awareness of life beyond our mortal frame.
Keywords: old people, effort, maturity, commitment

The Planetary Cabinet

The planetary cabinet is a very interesting and important attribute of planets. They are 
assigned different roles in the hierarchy of our inner kingdom. Their relationship to each other 
within this planetary cabinet is quite telling.

Sun – King & Moon – Queen
The Sun and Moon as King and Queen together relate to the archetypal forces of masculine 
and feminine energy that exist within us. The power of the Sun combined with the creative 
principle of the Moon is why there is life on Earth. The Sun is the Param Atman (universal 
soul – the soul of all), the Moon is the Jivatman (the individual soul – joined the universal). 
When we remember our self as the Sun we are illuminated from within rather than seeking to 
be illumined from without. 

However, we cannot perceive the Param Atman directly, we cannot look directly at the Sun. 
We perceive it (our true Self) as it reflects on our consciousness, our mind (the Moon). The 
Sun has all the power, but the Moon gives life and perception to that power.

Mars – General
Mars is the General of the Army who executes the king’s orders and protects the kingdom. 
He trains the inner army and keeps it tough and ready for battle. When Mars takes his orders 
from a place of clarity and illumination, we destroy ignorance and restore dharma.

Mercury – Crown Prince
Mercury is the one closest to the King, the voice in his ear. Mercury goes to all parts of the 
kingdom, the good and bad places and reports back without bias. Mercury is the planet 
closest to the Sun. Mercury is the voice in our head interpreting our soul’s vision and carrying 
that vision to the other parts of our being. That voice in our head determines the world in 
which we live.

Jupiter – Teacher of the Gods
Jupiter teaches the forces of light within us. Great teachings that inspire and uplift us toward 
something transcendent come from Jupiter. His counsel leads us to transcend the pettiness 
of the world and rise above its impurities. Part of that uprising includes us stepping into the 
role of a teacher and connecting to something greater within us. 



Venus – Teacher of the demons (inner desires).
Venus is the teacher of the demons, the forces of darkness within us. Elevating our worldly 
desires into otherworldly ones is the magic of Venus. It is her energy that teaches us how to 
get along with each other here on Earth. She shows us how to navigate the jungle of desires

Saturn – The laborer
Saturn is the worker – and there’s a lot of work to be done here. Facing the unpleasantness 
of life and persevering in spite of it all is the job of Saturn. Determination, humility, simplicity 
and sometimes just the desire and capacity to make it through one more day are the gifts of 
Saturn.

Rahu – The advancing army
Rahu shows the territory the soul wishes to conquer in this lifetime. The battlefield is always 
chaotic, but if the cause you’re fighting for is just, there can be peace amidst that chaos and 
detachment from it. But usually this comes later in life, after the Nodal axis (Rahu and Ketu) 
calm down. 

Ketu – The occupying army
Ketu shows the territory the soul has already conquered in past lifetimes. The word Ketu 
means “flag.” It is a potential stronghold of power, but often overlooked by us until later in life, 
after the fascinated gaze of Rahu calms down.

Gender: 
Male: Sun, Mars, Jupiter

• The Sun shows the masculine quality related to fatherhood. The consistent, protective 
masculine nature is shown by the Sun. 

• Mars shows the masculine quality related to the expression of our raw animal nature. 
Energy expressed through fighting, competition, or asserting our sexuality is related 
to Mars. 

• Jupiter shows the masculine quality related to uplifting guidance and virtuous 
masculine principles. The inspiring, wise and patient teacher, who has everyone’s 
best interests in mind, is related to Jupiter.

Female: Venus, Moon

• The Moon shows the feminine quality related to motherhood. The Moon shows 
selfless nurturing and the desire to feed another, even as it weakens us. 

• Venus shows the feminine quality related to worldly attraction and beauty. The 
sensual nature of the world comes from Venus – the power of allure to fascinate us 
and keep our attention.

Neuter: Mercury, Saturn



• Mercury is gender-neutral in the same way that children are, yet he also stimulates 
and neutralizes both genders. Mercury does not take gender any more seriously than 
anything else. 

• Saturn is gender-neutral in the same way that old people are. In many ways, Saturn 
does not care about gender issues; he has more serious concerns. He tends to 
suppress gender urges.

Planetary Temperament – Gentle or Cruel 

The planets will have a nature that shows their basic temperament. There are two 
classifications: Gentle, Cruel or Neutral. 
IMPORTANT:
The planet’s nature has no bearing on whether or not it gives good things or not – or whether 
we will enjoy those things. It just refers to their inherent nature – how they give, how you feel 
in their classroom as you are learning their lessons.

Gentle planets are:
Waxing Moon (feeling of growth)
Venus (happiness)
Jupiter (hope)
Mercury (helpfulness) 

Cruel planets are:
Waning Moon (neglect, a sense of lack)
Mars (aggression)
Saturn (fear)
Sun (sacrificing)
Nodes of Rahu and Ketu (confusion).

The neutral planet is Mercury (depends on associations, but his influence is helpful and 
gentle).



Astrology Signs

Below are the universal principles related to the astrology signs. 

Astrology Houses
Below are important qualities of  the Astrology signs. 




